
End Scene

INT. VENUE 509 - NIGHT

At Venue 509, the club that Big Zoe and Marcus owns. Dominic 
aka DJ Koolie Zoe is finishing up the final touches and the 
Bartenders are stocking up the bar etc.

Ivan and Zendar are the two new bartenders of Russian descent 
that the club hired. Scene starts with Zendar talking on the 
phone with Demetrius about a missing product they lost.

DEMETRIUS 
We are still missing one package to 
complete our shipment. I need it 
done tonight or else!

IVAN
Yes, we will get it done tonight.

Phone hangs up, Zendar walks up and asks who was that?

ZENDAR
Who was that?

IVAN
That was Demetrius and he is 
pissed. We need to make sure we 
deliver that last piece of 
merchandise to him tonight or we 
are fucked.

ZENDAR
What do you have in mind?

IVAN
I have a plan. Just have our guys 
ready outside to get the 
merchandise.

ZENDAR
Ok. Calling them now.

Marcus is on the stage finishing up his sound check. His 
managers and some of the label team are there also. The line 
in front of the club is starting to form.

Zoey and Lilly just pulled up to the club. They walk up to 
the VIP line and go in. They walk towards the stage to greet 
Marcus.
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Meanwhile Marcus has the club jumping with his new single. 
Zoey and Nick are dancing in the vip.

Ivan signal Zendar about Lilly and her friend. Zendar goes to 
the side door and lets two guys in from the back. They wait 
in the back of the club by the rest rooms. They have security 
shirts on.

Lilly, Tiff and Random guy go to toast their drinks. They go 
to drink when someone bumps into Tiff and she spills her 
drink on Lilly. Lilly and random guy drink theirs.

Lilly is pissed. The person apologizes and buys Tiff another 
drink.

LILLY (CONT’D)
Damn, girl I’ll be right back let 
me go to the rest room clean up. 

TIFF
You want me to come with you?

LILLY
No girl it’s ok. I’ll be right 
back.

She walks away as Ivan looks toward Zendar and gives the go 
ahead. Zendar follows Lilly to the rest room. Lilly’s drink 
starts to kick in. Lilly stumbles, drops her purse and almost 
fall’s but Zendar is there just in time to catch her. 

LILLY (CONT’D)
My purse, get my purse please.

She’s slurring now and Ivan can’t understand what she’s 
saying. Her purse gets kicked around and goes under 
something.

ZENDAR
Hey miss are you ok?

LILLY 
Uhh, I don’t feel so well.

Zendar signals the two guys he let in from the back to come 
help with Lilly.

They help her up. She is feeling dazed and woozy. One of the 
guys pulls out a syringe And sticks Lilly in the neck and 
they take her out the back.

End Scene, end of Episode 1
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